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saved) by securing without further fighting the chief purposes for
which she ostensibly took up arms in the beginning.
The papers to-night report that thecabinet to-day decided to continue
the conversations in spite of the difficulties of reaching an adjustment.
I saw one of my old Japanese friends at the Tokyo Club to-night;
he looked gray and worn and he told me that the cabinet had decided
to break off the conversations. I said that in that case I feared that
everything was over and that I would soon be leaving Japan. Soon
afterwards, however, the press announced that the conversations
would be continued. But my friend seemed crushed.
TOGO IS DISAPPOINTED
December 3, 1941
Attended the funeral of the Dowager Princess Kaya, with all the
ceremonial rites customary at Imperial funerals. It was very cold,
and since we could not wear coats I had put on two sets of under-
clothes and a sweater. Found myself next to the German Ambassador
when standing in line waiting for the hearse. I merely asked after
Frau Ott and he replied that she was in Kobe. I led the Diplo-
matic Corps to the altar to place the sakaki branches, and then
went out just behind the Prime Minister, General Tojo. Foreign
Minister Togo said to me, while we were awaiting our cars : "I am
very much disappointed.'* I replied : " Let us continue the conver-
sations in any case." Admiral Shimada, the Navy Minister, greeted
me cordially.
" WASHINGTON HAS DELIVERED AN
ULTIMATUM TO US "
December 5, 1941
Yesterday I received in his own handwriting a letter from a
prominent Japanese who is closely in touch with Government circles
here. This letter reads in part as follows : " The situation is very
regrettable. You know how I feel and I may understand your feel-
ings. Permit me to set forth frankly to you what is now in my mind.
I have had conversations with friends and after examining their
feelings I have come to the conclusion that they believe, with no
knowledge of the actual contents of the American document of
November 26, that Washington has delivered "an ultimatum to us*
Such is the regrettable psychology of our people that in my opinion
the only way out at the present time is for the United States to accept
as a possible basis for a modus vivendi the Japanese proposals and
later on work out a final agreement in line with the American proposal*
I am emboldened to write to you by my hope that matters will end
happily."
In my opinion the above letter is a fair sample of public opinion
in Japan at the present time.

